We study a two-dimensional (2D) tight-binding model of a topological crystalline insulator (TCI) protected by rotation symmetry. The model is built by stacking two Chern insulators with opposite Chern numbers which transform under conjugate representations of the rotation group, e.g. p± orbitals. Despite its apparent similarity to the Kane-Mele model, it does not host stable gapless surface states. Nevertheless the model exhibits topological responses including the appearance of quantized fractional charge bound to rotational defects (disclinations) and the pumping of angular momentum in response to threading an elementary magnetic flux, which are described by a mutual Chern-Simons coupling between the electromagnetic gauge field and an effective gauge field corresponding to the rotation symmetry. We show that although the filled bands of the model do not admit a symmetric Wannier representation, this obstruction is removed on addition of appropriate atomic orbitals, which implies 'fragile' topology. As a result, the response of the model can be derived by representing it as a superposition of atomic orbitals with positive and negative integer coefficients. Following the analysis of the model, which serves as a prototypical example of 2D TCIs protected by rotation, we show that all TCIs protected by point group symmetries which do not have protected surface states are either atomic insulators or fragile phases. We then use dimensional reduction to map the problem of classifying 2D TCIs protected by rotation to a zero-dimensional (0D) problem which is then used to obtain the complete non-interacting classification of such TCIs as well as the reduction of this classification in the presence of interactions.
Conventional topological insulators (TIs) of free fermions are protected by internal symmetries such as time-reversal and are characterized by several equivalent distinguishing features [1] [2] [3] [4] : (i) the bulk of a topological insulator cannot be adiabatically deformed to a trivial insulator without closing the energy gap, (ii) the surface of a topological insulator hosts anomalous gapless symmetry-protected states, and (iii) there is an obstruction to finding a basis of symmetric localized Wannier states (in dimensions larger than 1) [5] [6] [7] . The first of these distinctions is a relative one which only characterizes whether two phases are topologically distinct without specifying which of them is topological whereas the second and third ones are absolute distinctions which do not require comparison to a reference state 1 . Other signatures of conventional topology include stable excitations bound to topological defects and pumping of charge, spin or polarization in response to various probes [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
In contrast to the notion of a topological phase with internal symmetries, the definition of topological phases in the presence of crystalline symmetries poses additional subtleties. Recall, free fermion topological phases with internal symmetries always possess gapless edge states which also serves to identify the trivial phase. Hence the topology is absolute, and the trivial insulator is clearly distinguished. Further, for the symmetry classes relevant to electronic insulators, where particle hole symmetry is absent, all of these topological phases present an * avishwanath@g.harvard.edu 1 The second distinction can also be thought of as a relative distinction characterizing the interface between two phases. In a typical setting, one considers the interface with a "vacuum" state which is trivial by definition to make it absolute obstruction to the construction of symmetric Wannier states [5, 6] . For topological phases protected by crystalline symmetries such as translation, rotation, or inversion, three cases need to be distinguished. (i) First, there are phases with protected edge states, which most closely resemble the internal symmetry protected topological insulators. These include, for example, the reflection symmetric topological crystalline insulators in which multiple Dirac cones appear on reflection symmetric surfaces [13] [14] [15] . These feature an obstruction to Wannier localization which are stable, in the sense that they are not resolved even when filled bands of atomic insulators are supplied.
Next, there are 'fragile' topological insulators [16] , which also possess an obstruction to the construction of symmetric Wannier states for the occupied bands. However, these are resolved by the addition on filled atomic bands. The resulting state can be viewed as an atomic insulator A. If we consider insulators in the atomic limit, (where electrons are strictly localized to sites) to be trivial, then this fragile topology can be unwound by the addition of these trivial bands, A . In other words, the fragile topological insulators can be represented as a difference between two sets of atomic insulators A − A .
Finally, we have atomic insulators. Although these may appear to be trivial, symmetry imposes distinctions between them, related to whether they can be adiabatically deformed into one another while preserving symmetry [17] [18] [19] . These distinctions are captured within Ktheory, but the topology is relative since no band structure is singled out as trivial. Here, we will follow the usual convention of referring to all these states as TCIs, although a safer definition maybe to restrict that term to (i) above.
The relative topological distinction between gapped Hamiltonians is captured by K-theory [20] which classifies them into equivalence classes under symmetric adiabatic deformations. The K-group was worked out for TCIs (in all symmetry classes) with order-two symmetries, which include mirror [21, 22] , inversion [23] , and two-fold rotation, in the work of Shiozaki and Sato [24] . Recently, it was extended to include all 230 space groups in three dimensions for the case of broken time-reversal symmetry (class A) [25] . The K-group does not, however, provide any information about the absolute topological signatures such as the existence of surface states and Wannier representability.
The understanding of surface states of TCIs received a significant boost recently with the realization that their existence is not restricted to surface planes which are invariant under the protecting spatial symmetry. Instead, surface states can be also observed by considering symmetry-compatible surfaces, which only preserve the symmetry as a whole. In this case, a TCI in d dimensions may host surface states on a surface whose co-dimension is less than d − 1. Such types of surface states have been known to appear for instance upon applying a magnetic field to a topological insulator [26] or superconductor [27] , or inside topological defects [28, 29] but the role of spatial symmetries in stabilizing them was only recently understood. This lead to the notion of "higher-order TIs" which are TCIs with gapless corner or hinger modes [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Unlike conventional TCIs, higher-order TIs can be protected by symmetries which do not leave any surface plane invariant such as inversion [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] , roto-inversion [36, 40] , or screws [36] . In these cases, any given surface plane breaks the symmetry leading to a gapped dispersion, but the hinges between different planes represent domain walls which host gapless surface states.
In a parallel development, a comprehensive understanding of Wannier obstructions that can be identified from symmetry representations was achieved in several recent works [18, 19, 41] . In Refs. 18 and 19, the symmetry representations for all possible atomic insulators in the 230 groups were discussed. Ref. 41 extended these results further to include the 1651 magnetic space groups. This approach provided an explicit representation for the trivial phases as well as a diagnosis for the obstruction to finding symmetric Wannier states in the non-trivial ones. Importantly, there are two qualitatively different origins of the obstructions, which can be distinguished by the addition of atomic degrees of freedom. While the obstruction remains for the stable two and three dimensional topological phases such as topological insulators, it is resolved in other cases which have been dubbed 'fragile' topological phases [16] . Fragile topological phases can be thought of as combinations of atomic insulators with integer coefficients, but where some of the coefficients are allowed to be negative. This work is motivated by two main questions. The first one is understanding the nature and response of fragile phases in a setting in which they arise naturally. Some of the models for fragile phases known so far [16, 42, 43] has been built specifically to illustrate the existence of fragile Wannier obstructions which might give the impression that fragile phases represent a somewhat pathological case. Instead, we show here that fragile phases are ubiquitous in TCIs protected by symmetries which do not support any surface states, such as rotation symmetry in 2D which is the main focus of this work. In addition, we show that fragile phases can sometimes be distinguished from atomic insulators by investigating their response to standard probes such as topological defects or flux threading.
The second question concerns the relationship between stable Wannier obstructions and surface sates. We know that anomalous surface states in electronic systems implies a stable Wannier obstruction but it is unclear whether it is a necessary condition i.e. whether it is possible to have a stable Wannier obstruction in a TCI which does not posses any anomalous surface states. We will show here that this is not possible by establishing that, within the layer construction of TCIs [44, 45] , the absence of surface states implies that the phase can be built by repeating or "layering" 0D units. This is then used to show that these TCIs are either atomic insulators or fragile phases. Although we restrict ourselves to point group symmetries, we conjecture that such relation holds in general.
For most of this work, we will focus on a prototypical example for a 2D TCI protected by rotation symmetry. The model, which we will dub "shift insulator" (in reference to the shift vector defined in Ref. 46 which, for example, is sensitive to the orbital spin of the different Landau levels), is built by stacking two rotationallysymmetric Chern insulators with opposite Chern numbers corresponding to conjugate representations of the nfold rotation group, e.g. p ± orbitals. It can be viewed as an analog of the Kane-Mele model [47, 48] where the protecting symmetry (time-reversal) is replaced by spatial rotation. Despite having no surface states, we will show that this model exhibits several interesting features which are usually associated with topology: (i) it has several distinct phases which cannot be symmetrically deformed to each other without closing the gap, (ii) it exhibits a topological response in the form of quantized fractional charge bound to rotational defects (disclinations) and a quantized angular momentum pumping in response to the application of magnetic flux, both features being captures by an effective Chern-Simons coupling between the electromagnetic gauge field and an effective gauge field corresponding to the rotation symmetry, and (iii) there exists an obstruction to the construction of symmetric localized Wannier functions. Despite the apparent nontriviality of the model, we will show that its topology is fragile i.e. it admits a symmetric Wannier representation upon the addition of some localized atomic orbitals. It follows that the topological response of the model can be fully explained using a picture of localized atomic orbitals. The number and type of these atomic orbitals is different for different phases, which explains how these phases can exhibit different values for some quantized invariants. This serves to show that fragile phases and even atomic insulators can exhibit seemingly topological features.
Following the analysis of the model, we consider the general problem of TCIs protected by point group symmetries. We show that for these TCIs, the absence of surface states implies they can be built within the layer construction [44, 45] by repeating (or layering) a 0D unit. This is, in turn, used to establish they are either atomic insulators or fragile phases, thereby showing that the shift insulator is far from a special case and it represents a prototype for all 2D TCIs protected by rotation. Our analysis is then used to obtain a complete non-interacting classification of these 2D TCIs as well as the interactioninduced reduction of such classification. As an example, we use these results to show that the classification for the shift insulator is reduced from the non-interacting Z to Z 12 in the presence of interactions.
I. MODEL
We begin this section by introducing the shift insulator model and its symmetries. Afterwards, we investigate the different phases of the model by analyzing the possible symmetry-allowed mass terms which can be added to it in the continuum limit and also by studying the symmetry irreps at high symmetry momenta. We then analyze the edge theory and show that the edge can be completely gapped out using a specific symmetry allowed perturbation.
A. Hamiltonian and Symmetries
Given a 2D lattice with n-fold rotational symmetry, we can assign definite angular momenta l = 0, . . . , n − 1 to any given orbital. The model for the shift insulator is obtained by considering two orbitals with angular momenta l 0 and −l 0 which form bands with Chern number C and −C respectively. For most of this paper, we will focus on the case n = 6, l 0 = 1 and C = 1 which can be implemented by stacking two (6-fold symmetric) Haldane models [49] with p ± orbitals corresponding to opposite Chern numbers ±1.
Recall that the Haldane model is a two-band model defined on a honeycomb lattice with the tight-binding Hamiltonian given by
Here, both t and λ are real numbers. ν ij = +1 (−1) if the hopping direction from j to i is right-handed (lefthanded) around the plaquette center, i.e. along (against) the directions indicated in Fig. 1 .
FIG. 1:
Sign convention for ν ij . ν ij = +1 (−1) if the hopping direction from j to i is along (against) the directions indicated in the left plaquette.
We now consider p ± = p x ± ip y orbitals denoted by |r, ± at each site. Under the action of 2π/6 rotation around some plaquette center on the honeycomb lattice, which we denote byĈ 6 , these states transform aŝ
where O 6 is the natural action of 6-fold rotation on 2D vectors given by
This implies the following transformation properties for the annihilation operators c r,± C 6 c r,±Ĉ
The Hamiltonian for the shift insulator can then be written by assigning each of the two orbitals a Haldane model with opposite λ couplings (therefore opposite Chern numbers). More specifically,
We now go to momentum space by considering fully periodic boundary conditions and taking the following Fourier transform convention:
where all discrete degrees of freedom, such as sublattices or orbital, are suppressed, and the length unit for r is shown in Fig. 1 . The shift insulator Hamiltonian can now be written as
with
Here, σ and τ indicate the Pauli matrices in the A/B sublattice and angular momentum ± orbitals, respectively. The Hamiltonian (8) is invariant under 6-fold rotation symmetry implemented as
where U 6 defined byĈ 6 c kĈ
= U 6 c O6k is a unitary action given explicitly by
In addition, the Hamiltonian is invariant under the spinless time-reversal symmetry given by T = τ x K, with K denoting complex conjugation. We will consider both variants of the model with and without time-reversal symmetry with the main difference being in the type of symmetry-allowed terms that can be added to this model.
We note that the Hamiltonian h k is not periodic in k under the addition of a reciprocal lattice vector G. Instead, it changes by a gauge transformation
where t A,B correspond to the position of the A/B sublattice sites relative to the center of the unit cell (which we take to be the rotation center). They are given by
The reason for the relation (11) is that the Hamiltonian (8) takes into account the position of the A/B sublattice sites inside the unit cell. It follows that the periodicity of the Bloch states in momentum space has the form ψ k+G = V G ψ k . The extra phase factor e ik·tα enters all the formulas for Fourier transform. It will be sometimes easier to deal with periodic quantities by performing the unitary transformation
The Bloch states of H k are periodic ψ k+G = ψ k . Such transformation changes the rotation operator U 6 , making it momentum-dependent, as follows
The extra phase factor corresponds to the fact that under rotation, a sublattice B site transforms into a sublattice A site in the same unit cell while a sublattice A site transforms to a sublattice B site in a different unit cell.
B. Phases and non-interacting classification
We now discuss the possible phases of the model. We start by considering a fixed value of t and investigate the phases of the model as a function of λ. We notice that when λ = 0, the bands are gapless at two points
, 0) in the Brillouin zone as shown in Fig. 2 . This suggests that the model has two distinct phases for sgn(λ) = ±1 separated by a gap closing phase transition. However, to establish this, we need to ensure that such critical point cannot be removed by adding any symmetry-allowed perturbation which is done by expanding around the K and K valleys and consider the low-energy effective theory, which has the form of a Dirac Hamiltonian
Here, v F = 3t/2, m = 3 √ 3λ, γ denotes the Pauli matrices in valley (K or K ) space while σ and τ denote the Pauli matrices in the sublattice (A or B) and orbital (p ± ), respectively, as in (8) .Ĉ 6 and T symmetries are implemented in the continuum theory as
where the extra factor of γ x reflects the fact that botĥ C 6 and T symmetries map the valleys to each other.
FIG. 2:
Brillouin zone (gray region) of the honeycomb lattice. k 1 , k 2 are the translation basis of the momentum space, dual to the real space translation basis r 1 , r 2 as shown in the inset figure. K, K are the two gapless points when λ = 0.
Let us now consider all possible symmetry-allowed terms. We first note that we only need to consider terms which anticommute with σ x γ x , σ y , and σ z γ z τ z . The reason is that any term which commutes with either σ x γ x or γ y can be removed by a gauge transformation and its main role would be moving the zero of the Dirac Hamiltonian (15) at λ = 0 away from the point k x = k y = 0. In addition, any term which commutes with σ z γ z τ z will move the gapless point in parameter space away from λ = 0 without removing it.
Restricting ourselves to mass terms which anticommute with σ x γ x , σ y , and σ z γ z τ z leaves us with the following possibilities: σ z γ 0,z τ x,y or σ x γ x,y τ x,y . All these mass terms has the form m k · τ ⊗ Λ where m k is a vec-tor in the x − y plane and Λ = σ z γ 0,z or σ x γ x,y . We note that, imposing T symmetry would rule-out some of these mass terms. More specifically, T restricts Λ to σ z or σ x γ x,y . We now consider the action ofĈ 3 =Ĉ 2 6 given by U 3 = e i π 3 σzγz e −i π 3 τz on these terms. Since Λ commutes with σ z γ z ,Ĉ 3 only acts on the τ part in each of the mass terms leading to
This immediately implies that m k vanishes at k = 0 since m 0 = O 3 m 0 is only possible if m 0 = 0. As a result, we conclude that all possible mass terms which can be added to (15) vanish at k = 0 and will therefore not open a gap in the critical Hamiltonian λ = 0.
To obtain the non-interacting classification, we consider stacking k copies of the Hamiltonian (15) on top of each other. We can now perform a very similar analysis to the one performed above by considering mass terms of the form m k · τ ⊗ Λ ⊗ Γ with Γ a k × k hermitian matrix. Since rotation acts diagonally in the copies, we can derive the same condition (17) for all the mass terms and deduce that they all vanish at k = 0. As a result, we conclude that, in the absence of interactions, the phases constructed by stacking several copies of the shift insulator are all distinct, leading to a Z classification.
C. Edge theory
Let us now investigate the edge theory for the model in (8) . We start by considering periodic boundary conditions in the y direction and open boundary conditions along the x direction as illustrated in Fig. 3 and compute spectra numerically. We take t = 1, λ = 0.2 and take the number of sites for each sublattice in each plaquette row to be N = 100. We can see from the left panel of Fig. 5 ... that there is a pair of gapless linearly dispersing modes. To investigate the stability of such gapless modes against symmetry-preserving perturbations, we add the following C 6 -symmetric (and also T -symmetric) hopping term to the tight-binding Hamiltonian
where
] is a phase factor depending on the hopping direction from j to i and is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
FIG. 4:
Values of µ ij for different hopping directions from j to i.
The spectrum computed numerically for J = 0.1 is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5 and we can clearly see a gap opening in the edge spectrum indicating the instability of the edge modes to the addition of symmetrypreserving perturbations. The absence of edge modes can be verified by deriving the edge theory following Refs. 36 and 37. This is done by considering the low energy Hamiltonian (15) on some C 6 symmetry-compatible surface and denoting the inplane normal to the surface by n = (cos ϕ, sin ϕ, 0). The edge is implemented by taking the mass parameter m 0 in (15) to change spatially m 0 → M (r) such that M (r) = m 0 deep inside the sample and M (r) = −m 0 outside it. We decompose the momentum as k = k t t + k n n with t denoting the unit vector along the tangent to the edge t = (− sin ϕ, cos ϕ, 0). Following the standard procedure, the details of which are relegated to Appendix A, we get the edge Hamiltonian
withσ = (σ x γ z , σ y , σ z γ z ). The edge Hamiltonian has the spectrum ±v F |k t | which is manifestly gapless. In order to investigate the stability of the edge Hamiltonian, we follow the previous section and add to the bulk Hamiltonian the mass terms m r · τ ⊗ Λ with Λ = σ z γ 0,z or σ x γ x,y in the absence of T symmetry and σ z or σ x γ x,y in the presence of T symmetry. Here, we write the mass term as a function of position m r since the surface breaks translation symmetry. Repeating the argument leading to (17) , we deduce that the mass transforms under 3-fold as rotations m O3r = O T 3 m r .
We now show that we can gap-out the edge in the presence or absence of time-reversal symmetry. We consider the mass term σ z m r · τ whose edge projection is (see Appendix A for derivation)
which upon adding to the edge Hamiltonian leads to the spectrum ± v 2 F k 2 t + m 2 r . This spectrum is gapped as long as m r does not vanish which can be easily achieved, e.g. by choosing m r = (cos ϕ, sin ϕ, 0).
II. TOPOLOGICAL RESPONSE
Given the absence of gapless edge modes, it is natural to ask whether we can find any topological signature of the shift insulator model. In this section, we will address this question from the perspective of topological response.
Since the model consists of two Chern insulators with opposite Chern numbers and (atomic) orbital angular momenta, we would expect angular momentum pumping in the presence of a magnetic flux. Although its quantitative detail can be very complicated: we also need to consider the contribution from lattice angular momenta, we will anyway anticipate the existence of such an effect. Let us imagine describing this effect in some low energy theory by a mutual Chern-Simons term −(S/2π)B ∧ dA between the electromagnetic gauge field A µ and an emergent gauge field B µ associated with the rotation symmetry. We can then rewrite this term as −(S/2π)A ∧ dB which also implies a electromagnetic charge response to the flux of the field dB. In the rest of this section, we will give precise definitions of these two complementary responses at the lattice level and then try to detect this mutual Chern-Simons term. We will mainly focus on the Haldane model with a general orbital angular momentum L z . The response of the shift insulator model can then be obtained by simply adding the response of two copies of the Haldane model with opposite signs of L z and λ (cf. Eq. 5). In Sec. II A, we interpret the dB flux as disclinations (rotation symmetry defects) and numerically measure the number of electrons trapped by these defects, then in Sec. II B we put the system on a torus and measure the change of ground state angular momentum due to monopole fluxes. Analytical derivations of these topological responses are given in the rest subsections.
A. Disclination
Constructing a disclination
In the case of honeycomb lattice, a disclination is made by reducing or increasing the number of 1/6 sectors around a rotation center. To be more precise, the Hamiltonian of a disclination system is constructed in the following way: we first construct the ordinary Hamiltonian based on the orbitals of a fan-shaped sector consisting of (6 − n Ω ) number of 60 degree wedges, and then identify the open edges by |ϕ + 2π(1 − n Ω /6) = exp(−i(2πΦ + n Ω πL z /3))|ϕ , where ϕ is the ordinary polar angle as shown in Fig. 6a , Φ is the magnetic flux through the central plaquette in unit of Φ 0 = h/e and L z is the orbital angular momentum in unit of . Under this identification, overlapped couplings are required to be identical due to the C 6 symmetry and should be counted only once. In numerical calculations, we constructed the fan-shaped sector by gluing up a few 60 degree triangles, as illustrated in Fig. 6b . 
Disclination charge
We found that disclinations in the Haldane model and the shift insulator in general trap fractional electric charge, which is a signature of nontrivial topology in the presence of C 6 rotation symmetry. We will now explain this result in detail.
Let us first consider the Haldane model. For an isolated disclination located at r = 0 and a Fermi energy within the bulk gap, we denote by ∆Q(r) the extra charge inside radius r, i.e. number of electrons subtracted by the half-filling background (in this case 1/2 the number of sites). ∆Q(r) should converge to a constant in the bulk region, and this is the trapped charge that we are looking for.
We computed Haldane model disclination charge numerically with a half-filling Fermi energy on even total number of sites and a system size much larger than the correlation length. Results for a few interesting cases with Φ = 0 are listed in Table I . These results all fit into the following formula which we will derive later, except for the two starred ones (L z = 0, n Ω = 2 and λ = ±1):
where k is a proper integer such that ∆Q(bulk
2 ] is satisfied. Then how about the two exceptional cases where L z = 0 and n Ω = 2? First note that the formula above actually has ambiguity in these cases: ∆Q can be ±1/2 and we do not know which is the correct choice. Physical reason for this ambiguity is the following. When L z = 0, n Ω = 2 and in the thermodynamic limit, there are two degenerate E = 0 eigenstates: one is a bound state near the disclination and the other one is an edge state at the outer boundary. In the half-filling case, it is ambiguous which of these two states should be occupied, therefore ∆Q also has an ambiguity. In a finite system, however, this degeneracy is slightly lifted and the true eigenstates have significant distribution near both the disclination apex and the outer boundary, therefore ∆Q lies in between ±1/2. Moreover, the system has a particle-hole symmetry when L z = 0 and n Ω = 2 as we will see later, and this is the reason why ∆Q is exactly pinned to zero.
Similarly, we computed the disclination charge of the C 6 shift insulator with half-filling, and the values of ∆Q(bulk) for a few interesting cases are listed in Table II. These results are consistent with what we found for the Haldane model: up to an integer, the disclination charge of the C 6 shift insulator is the sum of contributions from the two Haldane model components, namely the following,
n Ω sgn(t) + integer. (22) We see from the table that threading magnetic flux through the disclination hole may change the trapped charge by an integer. This may sound unexpected because our system is now fully gapped and there is no edge state going between the upper and lower bands. It turns out from numerics that, at half-filling, some edge state or disclination bound state near the upper band can be occupied, and therefore an integer jump of the disclination charge can happen when there is an energy crossover between edge and bound states.
Let us now give a proof for the topological stability of the disclination charge modulo integers. We can imagine putting a few disclinations on some compact surface to avoid edge effects. Suppose the disclinations are far away from each other so that they are effectively isolated, then the disclination charge is completely fixed by the total charge on the surface: total charge = total disclination charge + insulating background.
This implies that, if two Hamiltonians are connected by a path without closing the bulk gap, the total disclination charges 2 in these two cases should only defer by integers (we may need to add or remove a few charges from each disclination to adjust the Fermi energy). We first prove the stability of ∆Q mod Z for n Ω = 2 (square disclinations). This can be done by putting six square disclinations on a sphere in the shape of a cube. We can then prove the stability of ∆Q mod Z for all other n Ω < 6 because we can always put two N -gons and N squares on a sphere in the shape of a cylinder. See Fig. 7 for an illustration.
Interestingly, the above compact surface argument also implies certain quantization rules of the disclination charge. For example, since we can put 12 pentagon disclinations on a sphere, ∆Q for n Ω = 1 must be an integer multiple of 1/12. Similarly, square and triangle disclination charges must be multiples of 1/6 and 1/4, re- spectively. All these constraints are satisfied and actually saturated by the formula (21) for the Haldane model. Later in Section III C, we will show that the disclination charge (22) of shift insulators can not be reproduced by any atomic insulators with the same number of filled bands. Together with the topological stability proved above, this implies that the shift insulator indeed has nontrivial topology (regarding atomic insulators as trivial) protected by the rotation symmetry.
B. Torus monopole flux
Setup
A torus with modulus τ = e iπ/3 is made by identifying the opposite edges of a regular hexagon. We choose a lattice orientation such that this hexagon (expanded torus) has parallel edges to the plaquettes. The edge length is taken to be 3N times that of a plaquette, where N is a positive integer. In Fig. 8a , we show one specific example with N = 3. We require a C 6 rotation symmetry, it is therefore convenient to find a C 6 symmetric gauge potential for monopole fluxes. We consider a total magnetic flux Φ injected through one point on the torus and then spreads out evenly from the whole surface. Note that when the injected flux Φ happens to be an integer multiple of Φ 0 , this field configuration is equivalent to a uniformly distributed monopole field, since the injection of flux quanta has no effect on the lattice model given that it does not cross through any hopping path. It is however useful to keep in mind such a flux injection picture, because it provides us a continuous connection between different integer monopole charges m ≡ Φ/Φ 0 . We choose this flux injection point as our C 6 rotation center. Using a hexagon-shaped expansion of the torus and a Cartesian coordinate system (x , y ) defined in Fig. 8b , we write down the following gauge potential A(r) (r = 0) for this field configuration:
and L is the hexagon edge length. This gauge potential is not yet C 6 symmetric, but we can easily symmetrize it by rotating and taking average.
We match the rotation center with a plaquette center, and the rotation generatorĈ 6 is defined aŝ
which rotates wavefunctions counterclockwise by π/3. Note that with our specific choice of the lattice orientation, no regularization for the discontinuities in the gauge potential written down above is needed.
Angular momentum of the gapped ground state
Now we present our numerical result on the rotation eigenvalue of the gapped torus ground state of Haldane model with monopole fluxes, i.e. when Φ/Φ 0 is an integer.
As we change the injected magnetic flux Φ continuously, there are states transporting between the upper and lower bands. More specifically, when the monopole charge m changes from 0 to another integer m 0 , sgn(λ)m 0 number of states are transported from the lower band to the upper band. An example is shown in Fig. 9 .
For a given integer monopole charge m, when there is an obvious band gap (N is not too small and |m| not too large), we define the gapped ground state by filling up all states in the lower band. We can then compute the eigenvalue of this state under the action ofĈ 6 . We say the ground state has spin s if this eigenvalue is exp(−isπ/3), note that s is an integer defined modulo 6.
In Table III , we show our result of the ground state spin in a few interesting cases with L z = 0. These numbers all satisfy the following formula:
from which we can compute the monopole induced spin change:
. (28) We will later give derivations for this result. So far we restrict ourselves to the special case L z = 0, but it is not hard to generalize to a general nonzero L z . The only difference is a phase factor in the definition of C 6 . From the state transporting phenomenon discussed previously, we immediately have
. (29) Similar to the disclination charge response, the spin pumping response of shift insulators are obtained by summing over the contributions from the two Haldane model components, and it can not be reproduced by any atomic insulators with the same number of filled bands as we will later show in Section III C.
C. Exact lattice theory approach to the topological responses
In this subsection, we give an exact lattice theory approach to the topological responses considered above, focusing on the Haldane model. We start with some general properties of the model and then derive the formulas for disclination charge and monopole induced ground state spin change.
Symmetries and Dualities
Let us first investigate useful symmetries and dualities in our disclination model. All results for the n Ω = 0 disclination are also true for the ordinary Haldane model, although these two are slightly different (see Fig. 6b ).
Recall from Fig. 6 that a disclination is made by first constructing the ordinary Hamiltonian based on the orbitals of a fan-shaped sector, and then identifying the open edges by |ϕ + 2π(1 − n Ω /6) = exp(−i(2πΦ + n Ω πL z /3))|ϕ . We will refer to this gauge choice as the branch cut gauge hereafter. When considering a Haldane model with all of its orbitals having the same angular momentum L z , the effect of this angular momentum can be characterized by an effective magnetic flux Φ eff = n Ω L z /6. We will therefore set L z = 0 throughout this subsection.
The original C 6 rotation symmetry is generalizable to a C 6−nΩ symmetry for general n Ω and Φ. In the branch cut gauge, this symmetry is generated bŷ
with the identification
We will see later that the C 6 symmetry defined in Sec. II B 1 with the symmetric gauge is equivalent to the definition here. There are two Z 2 transformations which relate the four possible sign choices of t and λ, and their generators are given by
with K being the complex conjugation operator. The sublattice pseudo-spin S flips the sign of t, while the spinless time-reversal T flips the sign of λ and maps the flux
n Ω where −Φ comes from the complex conjugation of exp(−2πiΦ), and the 1 2 n Ω term is due to the mismatch of sublattices at the glued edges when n Ω is odd. We also define another anti-unitary transformation P ≡ T S under which we have
where H(t, λ, n Ω , Φ) denotes the Hamiltonian of a Haldane model disclination characterized by the parameters t, λ, n Ω and Φ. This is a particle-hole duality between Haldane model disclinations with the same hopping amplitudes (t, λ) and the underlying lattice geometry. In particular, when Φ = 1 4 n Ω + 1 2 k with k ∈ Z, this duality becomes a particle-hole symmetry.
Note that instead of using the complex conjugation, one can as well apply a reflection to reverse the sign of λ. This operation, however, will change the geometry of the lattice unless it is reflection symmetric.
Exact zero energy bound states and edge states
We will take the following strategy to compute the Haldane model disclination charge: suppose we know the charge at some specific value of magnetic flux, and we verify that there is no degeneracy at the Fermi energy between disclination bound states and edge states, then the charge for almost all other values of magnetic flux can be derived from Hall conductance. The requirement of no degeneracy is important; it guarantees that the charge is continuous at this point and the Hall conductance argument is applicable. It is therefore important to first understand the properties of disclination bound states and edge states, which we now elaborate. More specifically, we will prove that for a p z Haldane model disclination with the magnetic flux
the following statements hold:
1. There exists a zero energy bound state near the disclination.
2. This zero energy bound state level cannot have even degeneracy.
3. When the total number of states is even, there also exists at least one zero energy edge state at the outer boundary.
Let us start with n Ω = 0. It is well-known that a magnetic π-flux in the ordinary Haldane model will trap a zero energy bound state, a consequence of quantum Hall effect and the particle-hole duality. The same thing must also happen for our disclination model with n Ω = 0. We expect this state to be generically nondegenerate, so it must be self-dual under the particle-hole symmetry and also be an eigenstate of the rotation symmetry. These symmetry properties imply the following π/3 periodicity of the bound state wave function Ψ(r):
To determine which sign is taken, we need to look at the actual wave function. We checked from numerics that, when t = 1, λ = 0.2, n Ω = 0, Φ = 1/2, there is indeed a nondegenerate zero energy bound state near the disclination, and its wave function on the central plaquette is shown in Fig. 10 . Together with the Z 2 transformations relating different signs of the hopping terms, this tells us that the zero energy bound state for |t| = 1 and |λ| = 0.2 is nondegenerate and satisfies
So far we confined ourselves to specific values of t and λ, but the results we obtained above are actually quite stable: the particle-hole symmetry guarantees that as long as the bulk is gapped, there is always at least one zero energy bound state satisfying the periodicity condition (37). Now we are ready to look at general values of n Ω . Suppose we release the branch cut of the disclination discussed above (n Ω = 0, Φ = 1/2) and extend it to a Riemann surface with infinite layers, then the zero energy bound state we just found can also be extended to this whole Riemann surface according to its π/3 periodicity condition. We can now cut off an arbitrary fan-shaped sector from this Riemann surface and glue it back into another disclination, we then find a zero-energy bound state for each n Ω ! The phase jump across the new branch cut is n Ω -dependent, and we can compute it in the polar coordinate ϕ as
which corresponds to a magnetic flux Φ = − 1 4 (6 − n Ω ) sgn(t) sgn(λ) mod Z. We therefore obtain the de-sired conclusion. Now we would like to prove that, when the total number of states is even, with the same magnetic flux and a large system size, there also exists a zero energy edge state at the outer boundary. We first prove that, the zero energy bound state level we just found cannot have even degeneracy. As before, we start with |t| = 1 and |λ| = 0.2. Suppose even degeneracy occurs. We extend the state |Ψ we just found into an orthogonal basis of this degenerate bound state subspace, with all basis vectors being simultaneous eigenvectors of H andĈ 6−nΩ . Under the particle-hole symmetry P, these vectors are mapped into another set of orthogonal eigenvectors of both H andĈ 6−nΩ with the same set of eigenvalues, which is because
Note that |Ψ must be self dual under P, since we know it is the only zero energy bound state when n Ω = 0. This implies that another eigenvector, say |Ψ , from this basis must have a self dual rotation eigenvalue, i.e. P|Ψ must have the same rotation eigenvalue as |Ψ , though P|Ψ need not equal to |Ψ . SupposeĈ 6−nΩ |Ψ = λ|Ψ , we havê
Then λ = λ requires that λ = ±ie 2πiΦ/(6−nΩ) (for some n Ω not both of them are allowed), which is equivalent to the following π/3 periodicity condition:
We can now map Ψ to a zero energy eigenstate for n Ω = 0, Φ = 1/2 using the same Riemann surface technique, and it is not hard to see that at n Ω = 0, |Ψ is still orthogonal to |Ψ . We then have a contradiction: there should only be one zero energy bound state for n Ω = 0. We have therefore proved that the zero energy bound state level can only have odd degeneracy when |t| = 1, |λ| = 0.2. This can be directly generalized to general t and λ as long as the bulk gap does not close, since this degeneracy can only change by even numbers due to the particle-hole symmetry. Now using the particle-hole symmetry again, we know that when the total number of states is even, there also exist at least one zero energy edge state at the outer boundary.
Computing the disclination charge
Our strategy for computing the Haldane model disclination charge is already outlined at the beginning of Sec. II C 2. Let us consider even total number of sites with half-filling as we did in the numerical calculation.
From Sec. II C 1, we know that the system is particlehole symmetric when Φ = 1 4 n Ω + 1 2 k with k ∈ Z. We then know for sure that the charge ∆Q is zero in these cases. However, from Sec. II C 2, we know that when
there is a degeneracy between bound states and edge states at the Fermi energy E = 0, so ∆Q can be discontinuous here. We then consider the following fluxes:
which still have the particle-hole symmetry. Let us assume the edge states to be always non-degenerate near E = 0, then quantum Hall effect implies that, as the magnetic flux continuously changes by 1, the edge spectrum must shift up or down by one level, depending on the sign of the Hall conductance. The particle-hole symmetry then guarantees that when the flux is as in Eq. 44, the Fermi energy E = 0 is in the middle of two edge state levels, and there is no discontinuity in ∆Q. Using quantum Hall effect again, we then obtain
except when there are degeneracies between bound states and edge states at the Fermi energy. This agrees with our numerical calculation. If we further assume that ∆Q only has discontinuities at the fluxes in Eq. 43, we can get a more precise prediction: ∆Q = 0 when Φ =
. (46) 4. Derivation of the ground state spin change
Now we give a derivation of ∆s(m) in the large system size limit. When N is large, the phenomenon of states being transported between the upper and lower bands is nothing but quantum Hall effect. If we zoom in to the neighborhood of the rotation center where the monopole flux Φ = mΦ 0 is injected, it looks like we are on an infinite plane with a magnetic flux −Φ threaded only through one plaquette. Then from quantum Hall effect, we know that when the flux Φ is continuously tuned, there will be bound states going between the upper and lower bands. The observed change of ground state spin is purely due to these transported bound states, so all we need is to understand their rotation symmetry property.
Let us first choose a convenient gauge for theoretical analysis. In our original C 6 symmetric gauge A(r), hop-ping terms in the Hamiltonian are modified according to the Peierls substitution:
where the integral path is the straight line between r and r , the electron charge is taken to be −e and the unit of magnetic flux is Φ 0 = h/e. We will now push all the gauge potential to a branch cut at the positive x-axis. We define a new orbital basis as
where r 0 is an arbitrary fixed point and the integral path should not cross the branch cut. In this basis, all hopping terms in the Hamiltonian come back to their original values except for those crossing through the branch cut. If a hopping bond crosses the positive xaxis counterclockwise/clockwise, there is an additional phase factor exp(−2iπ(±Φ)). Including this factor is equivalent to imposing the angular periodicity condition | 2π + ϕ = exp(−2iπΦ)|φ , which is exactly how we realized magnetic fluxes in the disclination calculation. The C 6 rotation generatorĈ 6 acts on this basis aŝ
which is also the same as what we used before. Consider a monopole charge m = m 0 + 1/2 where m 0 is an integer. Near the rotation center, the Hamiltonian can only see a π-flux, therefore we know that there is a zero energy bound state |Ψ whose wave functionΨ(r) in the new orbital basis has the following periodicity:
All other bound states, if any, come in dual pairs under the particle-hole symmetry P. The rotation eigenvalue of this state |Ψ is precisely responsible 3 for the ground state spin change as we tune the monopole charge from m 0 to m 0 + 1. From Eq. 49 and 50, we havê
Putting in Φ = −m 0 − 1/2, we find the spin of this state:
defined byĈ 6 |Ψ = exp(−is |Ψ π/3)|Ψ . We can now derive the ground state spin change:
where m is an integer. This coincides with our previous empirical formula.
D. Continuum theory approach
Both types of topological responses of the Haldane model can also be computed with a continuum theory approach. Since the techniques we used are already developed in Ref. 50 and 51, we will only state our result here and leave the details to Appendix B.
We found that a doubled Haldane model disclination system splits into two sectors, each being equivalent to a Haldane model with the same t, λ but without disclination. The two sectors have effective magnetic fluxes
with γ ≡ sgn(t) sgn(λ), and their boundary conditions represent infinite mass Haldane models in the disclination hole with the same and opposite signs of mass, respectively. We can now compute the charge accumulation near the disclination hole boundary: only the sector with Φ − contributes and we have
which correctly reproduces the disclination charge formula.
We also computed the wave function of the zero energy disclination bound state at n Ω = 0, Φ = 1/2 and found that its rotation property is the same as the result in Sec. II C 2. This leads to the formula for the monopole induced ground state spin change.
E. A Chern-Simons theory description
In this subsection, we present an effective ChernSimons theory for the C 6 symmetric Haldane model, and we will see that it unifies our previous results on disclinations and torus monopole fluxes.
The C 6 symmetric Haldane model has a charge U (1) symmetry coupled to the electromagnetic gauge potential A ≡ A µ dx µ and discrete lattice symmetries, namely translations and the six-fold rotation. We assume that, in a low energy continuum theory, the C 6 rotation becomes an emergent U (1) symmetry which can be coupled to a probe gauge field B ≡ B µ dx µ . We then write down the following Chern-Simons Lagrangian:
The first term is nothing but the usual quantum Hall effect with C = − sgn(λ) being the Chern number, and the second term characterizes the coupling of A and B fields. The unit for magnetic flux is taken to be /e = Φ 0 /(2π) here. This Chern-Simons term embeds into the following full Lagrangian:
where L Maxwell are Maxwell terms for the two U (1) gauge fields and L matter are terms with the fermion field. We can further expand the matter part as
where L kinetic are fermion kinetic terms, q = −1 is the electron charge, J µ A is the electron number current and J µ B is the current coupled to the B gauge field. The equation of motion δL/δA µ = 0 implies that
The electron number N e in a spatial region Σ is thus given by
where Φ A and Φ B are fluxes for A and B fields, respectively. In the case of disclination, N e is nothing but ∆Q and we take Φ B = πn Ω /3, we then find that
Now consider the ground state spin change due to torus monopole fluxes. We utilize another equation of motion δL/δB µ = 0 which implies
where m is the monopole charge. This correctly reproduces the linear terms in ∆s(m), but the other quadratic term Cm 2 /2 is missed.
To understand where this quadratic term comes from, we consider a slightly different situation: instead of considering a monopole flux uniformly distributed on the whole torus, we confine the flux into a tube small compared to the system size, and then thread the flux tube symmetrically around the rotation center. Indeed, we expect our effective model should only apply to the case of tightly confined magnetic flux, because in order to promote the C 6 rotation symmetry to a continuous one, we have to zoom in and forget about the global geometry of the torus. Now suppose the flux Φ = 2mπ is uniformly distributed in a circular disk, and the trapped electric charge −Cm due to the quantum Hall effect is also uniformly distributed in the disk, then using Gauss's law, one can easily compute the angular momentum of the electromagnetic field as (in the SI units):
where R is the disk radius and B z = Φ/(πR 2 ) is the usual magnetic field (not the new U (1) gauge field). This is exactly what we need.
F. Effect of a larger hole
Let us now briefly discuss the effect of a larger hole at the rotation center of disclination and torus geometries for the Haldane model, based on the lattice theory we developed previously.
The key to solving the disclination or torus monopole flux problem is the bound state properties. Thus let us first answer the question: what will happen to the bound states if we remove the central plaquette of a disclination? Recall that for n Ω = 0, Φ = 1/2 and a minimal disclination hole (the central plaquette is not removed), there exists a zero energy bound state |Ψ whose wave function satisfies the following π/3 periodicity:
where we have used the branch cut gauge. All other zero energy bound states, if any, must come in particlehole dual pairs. Now let us continuously decouple the central plaquette from the rest of the system in a way which preserves the particle-hole symmetry. It is easy to see that, on the decoupled plaquette, there are two zero energy states |Ψ 0,± satisfying
We then immediately know that, in the rest system, there exists a zero energy bound state |Ψ r , such that
opposite to that of |Ψ , and again all other zero energy bound states come in dual pairs. With this result, and using the strategy in Sec. II C 4, one can show that the new formula for the ground state spin change due to torus monopole fluxes becomes (68) i.e. the sign of the sgn(t) term is reversed. Does the same thing happens for the disclination charge? Note that when we are continuously decoupling the central plaquette, the disclination charge does not change up to an integer, which can be proved, for example, using the compact surface argument. Then after the decoupled plaquette is removed, the remained disclination charge becomes ∆Q+(6−n Ω )/2+integer, where we used the fact that the removed plaquette can only takes away integer number of electrons, and the (6 − n Ω )/2 term is due to the halffilling background. We then obtain the new disclination charge formula:
n Ω sgn(t) + integer.
(69) Similarly, the sgn(t) term gets its sign reversed, consistent with our expectation that ∆Q r up to an integer is proportional to the linear part of ∆s r .
III. WANNIER REPRESENTATION
Having investigated the topological response of the shift insulator model in detail in the previous section, we now move to the question of Wannier representability. Recall that a Wannier basis is defined as a basis of localized states that span the same space as the occupied Bloch bands [7] . They can be obtained from the Fourier transform of the Bloch-like states |ψ n,k , which are eigenstates of the flattened Hamiltonian
where A is the unit cell area and n is a (filled) band index. The Bloch-like states |ψ n,k are not eigenstates of the Hamiltonian H k , but they span the subspace of filled states. The states |n, R are guaranteed to be exponentially localized around lattice site R provided that the Bloch-like states |ψ n,k are smooth and periodic in k under reciprocal lattice translations |ψ n,k+G = |ψ n,k [52] (We note that we are using here the periodic Hamiltonian H k rather than h k for which the periodicity of Bloch states has a different form). We note that there is a large gauge freedom in defining the Wannier basis since we can always perform the gauge transformation
with u(k) being an N × N k-dependent unitary matrix (N here is the number of occupied bands). In a Chern insulator, it is generally impossible to choose a smooth periodic gauge [5] leading to an obstruction to constructing a Wannier basis. When the total Chern number vanishes, e.g. in the presence of time-reversal symmetry, it is always possible to find a smooth periodic gauge and as a result to construct localized Wannier functions [52] . The standard procedure to construct Wannier states uses the so-called projection method [6, 7, 53] . The procedure starts with a trial basis of states |τ n,R , n = 1, . . . , N localized at lattice site R, which can be transformed to k-space as
The next step is to project these states onto the occupied bands by defining the states
The basis |χ n,k is not necessarily orthonormal, thus the Löwdin orthogonalization procedure is used to get an orthonormal basis out of it. This is done by defining the overlap matrix
If this matrix is invertible for every k, we can define the orthonormal basis
which will be smooth and periodic in k and can thus be used to construct the Wannier states using (70) . If the Chern number does not vanish, there is no choice of the trial basis |τ n,k for which the overlap matrix is invertible at every k. This implies that the projection method will fail for any choice of trial basis which encodes the topological obstruction in finding localized Wannier states. For a symmetry-protected topological insulator, localized Wannier states can always be constructed (due to vanishing Chern number) but they will necessarily break the protecting symmetry. For example, we can only find localized Wannier states for the 2D time-reversal invariant topological insulator if the trial basis used in the projection method is not time-reversal symmetric [6] . The resulting Wannier states centered at a given site will not be Kramers partners thereby breaking time-reversal symmetry. We note here that the full set of Wannier states is still time-reversal symmetric (this follows from the fact that this set spans the manifestly symmetric space of filled bands) which means that time-reversal acts nonlocally on the set of Wannier states.
The same consideration applies for TCIs where the existence of an obstruction to finding a symmetric Wannier basis can be taken as the defining feature of a topologically non-trivial band insulator [18, 19] . Within this approach, a band insulator is trivial if the projector onto the filled bands can be symmetrically deformed to the projector onto a set of symmetric localized orbitals i.e. if it is adiabatically deformable to an atomic insulator. In this case, these localized orbitals can be chosen as the trial basis |τ n,k for the projection procedure explained above, yielding symmetric localized Wannier states. Here, as in the case with time-reversal symmetry, we have to restrict ourselves to atomic insulators where the symmetry acts naturally. The natural action action of crystalline symmetry group on atomic orbitals is specified by a Wyckoff position x and an irrep for the little group g x [54] . Recall that a Wyckoff position x denotes a minimal set of spatial positions that is closed under the action of the crystalline symmetries with the little group g x denoting the group of symmetries leaving every point in the position x invariant. Using such approach, all possible symmetric atomic orbitals can be enumerated and the question of the existence of a symmetric Wannier representation boils down to whether the projector onto filled bands can be deformed onto a projector of localized orbitals contained in this set [18, 19] .
A. Wannier obstruction
We now ask the question whether the shift insulator model introduced in Sec. I admits a symmetric Wannier representation. The symmetry group of the model is the wallpaper group p6, for which there are four Wyckoff positions illustrated schematically in Fig. 11 . The first one, denoted by a, corresponds to the hexagon center which is invariant under g a = C 6 and thus have Wyckoff multiplicity of 1. The second position, denoted by b, corresponds to the positions of the A and B sublattices which are invariant under g b = C 3 but transform into each other under C 2 and C 6 thus having a Wyckoff multiplicity of 2. The third position, denoted by c, corresponds to the edges of the hexagon (which form a Kagome lattice) which are invariant under g c = C 2 but transform into each other under C 3 and C 6 leading to a multiplicity of 3. The last position consists of any generic point and its orbit under the action of C 6 (with multiplicity 6). given model is the existence of an atomic insulator with the same symmetry irreps at high symmetry momenta [19, 41] . For the shift insulator model, such irreps depend on the signs of the parameters t and λ and are given in Table IV . There is one C 6 invariant point Γ, two C 3 invariant points K and K related by C 2 and three C 2 invariant points M , M and M related by C 3 . We can see from the table that the sign of t controls the symmetry irreps at Γ and M while the sign of λ controls the irreps at K.
Since our model has a filling of two per unit cell, there are only two possible atomic insulators which can be equivalent to it: the first one is built by taking one orbital at position b (which has a multiplicity of 2 leading to a filling of two per unit cell) and the second by taking two orbitals at position a. In the first case, the little group g b is C 3 and the orbitals can have angular momentum l b = 0, 1, 2 mod 3. It can be easily shown that regardless of the value of l, the symmetry irreps at the M point are ±1 which obviously does not match with the irreps of our model given in Table IV for any value of t and λ. For the second case, the little group for orbitals at position a is C 6 and the angular momenta of the orbitals take the values l a = 0, . . . , 5 mod 6. In order to match the irreps of the model at the Γ point, the angular momenta l a of the two orbitals should be ±1 for positive t and ±2 for negative t. In the former case, the resulting irreps at M are −1, −1 while in the latter case, they are 1, 1 which both do not match the irreps of the model shown in Table IV .
B. Is the obstruction stable or fragile?
We now ask the question whether the obstruction we found in the previous section is stable or fragile. Recall that a Wannier obstruction is fragile if it can be removed by adding some trivial (atomic) degrees of freedom [16] . This means that the model can be smoothly deformed to a linear superposition of atomic insulators with some coefficients being negative. We will show that this is indeed the case for our shift insulator model. Before delving into technical details, let us first try to see why we expect this to be the case based on what is already known. The symmetry indicators, which indicate that the representation content of a given band structure differ from any superposition of atomic insulators (which includes fragile phases), were computed in Ref. 19 for classes AI and AII. Later on, it was shown that all the phases corresponding to non-trivial indicators in class AI are semimetals [55] . As a result, we expect stable Wannier obstructions for TCIs in class AI, if any, to not be encoded in the symmetry representation at high symmetry momenta. This implies that the obstruction derived in the previous section, which was encoded in symmetry representations at the M and Γ points, is very likely to be fragile. Of course, it could be the case that the obstruction persists even if we add some atomic orbitals to "fix" the representations at high symmetry momenta. In the following, we will show that this is not the case and that the obstruction can be removed upon the addition of some atomic orbitals. Interestingly, however, we will find that the number and type of orbitals we need to add depends on the signs of the model parameters t and λ.
In the following, we will use the projection method [6, 7] explained in the previous section to show that we can construct Wannier states once we add a properly chosen set of atomic orbitals. The criterion for choosing this set is that, when combined to the symmetry irreps of the model, the resulting irreps should correspond to yet another set of atomic orbitalts. In other words, the algorithm for establishing the fragility of the obstruction relies on first choosing n atomic orbitals to add to the model then trying to guess a basis of n+2 atomic orbitals which reproduces the same symmetry irreps as the model plus the extra orbitals. Once this basis is found, we can use it as a trial basis for the projection procedure to construct Wannier states.
We start by considering the case (sgn(t), sgn(λ)) = (+, −) and make the observation that an atomic insulator whose orbitals are localized at the c position (3 orbitals per unit cell) and have angular momentum l c = 1 has the symmetry irreps (−1, e ±iπ/3 ) at Γ, (1, e ±2iπ/3 ) at K, and (−1, 1, 1) at M which differ from the irreps of our model by the irreps −1, 1, and −1 at the Γ, K, and M points respectively. This can be easily reproduced by adding an atomic orbital at the hexagon center (position a) with angular momentum l a = 3. Thus, upon adding such an atomic orbital, we expect our model to become Wannier representable. The basis states used for the projection procedure should mimic the behavior of the orbitals centered c position, so we choose the basis
We notice that, like the eigenstates of the original Hamiltonian h k , the states |τ k are not periodic in k but satisfy instead |τ k+G =Ṽ G |τ k . Here,Ṽ G is defined by extending V G defined in (11) to include an extra orbital at the center of the unit cell. It is given explicitly bỹ
To obtain the Wannier states using (70), we perform a transformation similar to (13) to get the periodic basis states |τ k =Ṽ † k |τ k . The overlap matrix is then given by S mn (k) = τ m,k |P k |τ n,k = τ m,k |V k P k V † k |τ n,k which can be written in terms of the projection operator of the original Hamiltonian as
This implies that the overlap matrix does not change under the unitary transformationṼ k as expected. The determinant of the overlap matrix det S(k) is shown in Fig. 12 and we can clearly see that it is nonvanishing everywhere, thereby establishing that there is no obstruction to constructing Wannier states from the basis states |τ n,k . The resulting symmetric Wannier states are shown in Fig. 13 and we can see that the charge center lies at the c position and that the three Wannier states are manifestly related by rotation. which is very similar to the (+, −) case with the main difference being that the orbital which should be added at the a position has angular momentum l a = 0. The resulting irreps are (1, e ±2iπ/3 ) at Γ, (1, e 2±iπ/3 ) at K, and (1, −1, −1) at M which correspond to an atomic insulator with three orbitals at the c position with angular momentum l c = 0. We can then write the basis |τ n,k similar to (76) as
The determinant of the resulting overlap matrix as well as weights of the Wannier states on different sites turns out to be the same as in the (+, +) given in Fig. 12 and 13 respectively (note that the orbital character, which differs in both cases, is not shown in these plots). The case of (sgn(t), sgn(λ)) = (+, +) is different since we need to add two, rather than one, atomic orbitals to the model to be able to find a Wannier representation. The two atomic orbitals are placed at the A and B sublattices (Wyckoff position b) and correspond to angular momentum l b = 0. They yield the irreps ±1 at Γ, e 2±iπ/3 at K, and ±1 at M which when combined with the irreps of our model correspond to an atomic insulator with one l a = 0 orbital at position a and three l c = 1 orbitals at position c. The corresponding basis states are 
The determinant of the resulting overlap matrix is shown in Fig. 12 and the corresponding Wannier states are shown in Fig. 14 , where we can see three rotation-related states centered at position c and one rotationally symmetric state centered at a.
For (−, +), the situation is quite similar to the (+, +) case. Here, we also have to add two atomic orbitals with angular momentum l = 0 at position b to be able to find a Wannier representation. The resulting atomic insulator is, however, slightly different from the (+, +) case and it corresponds to a single l a = 3 orbital at position a and three l c = 0 orbitals at position c. The basis states are
The determinant of the resulting overlap matrix and the Wannier states are the same as in the (+, +) case.
The expression of the shift insulator in terms of atomic orbitals is provided in Table V for different values of t and λ. For comparison, we also consider the shift insulator model built using p z orbitals (L z = 0) rather than p ± orbitals. Fig. 13 , the white, red and black dots denote the center of the unit cell, A and B sublattices, respectively and we use a Gaussian function centered around the corresponding position for clarity. Here, we have three rotation-related states are centered at the hexagon edges (c position) and one rotationally symmetric state centered at the hexagon center (a position).
C. Topological response from the atomic representation
We now show how the topological response obtained in Sec. II can be derived from the atomic description we just obtained. A fragile phase can be written as a superposition of atomic insulators with integer coefficients. Each atomic insulator is specified by a Wyckoff position x and a representation of the site symmetry group of this position. For the wallpaper group p6 relevant to the shift insulator, the representations are labeled by integers l = 0, . . . , N x where C Nx is the symmetry group of the Wyckoff position x. N x is given explicitly by 6, 3, 2 for positions x = a, b, c respectively. Any fragile phase can then by written as
We note here that the general Wyckoff position d is not considered since we can always symmetrically bring the orbitals in position d to any of the other three positions. We also note that the representation (82) is generally not unique due to the fact that any set of N x orbitals at Wyckoff position x with all possible values of angular momenta l = 0, . . . , N x − 1 can be symmetrically deformed away using the general position d and brought to any of the other Wyckoff positions.
To understand the response to a disclination, we notice that the number of orbitals at Wyckoff positions b and c changes by at most an integer in the presence of a disclinations. Thus, we do not expect the addition or subtraction of orbitals at these positions to affect the fractional disclination charge. On the other hand, an n Ω disclinations removes n Ω /6 of the orbital at position a resulting in an increase of n Ω /6 in the charge at this position. The reason for this is that the wavefunction of every orbital should be normalized and removing a part of the orbital means that the electron density in the remaining parts actually increases. As a result, we expect the total charge of a phase described by the expression (82) to be obtained by just counting the number of atomic orbitals at position a. The resulting disclination charge is then equal to (n Ω /6)n a where n a is given by
We see from Table V that this precisely corresponds to the charge obtained in Sec. II A. We also notice that n a is only defined modulo 6 due to the aforementioned ambiguity in the representation (82), which is consistent with the fact that the disclination charge is defined modulo an integer. The response to the threading of a monopole flux can be understood analogously by noting that only the a position orbitals at the rotation center are affected by the threading of a flux quantum, assuming for simplicity that all orbitals have tiny spread. The threading of m flux quanta changes the orbital wavefunctions as
This is associated with a change of m in angular momentum. Thus, the resulting total change in angular momentum of the ground state is again determined by the number of atomic orbitals at position a and given by mn a . From this, we can see that topological response for the shift insulator model is captured by the ChernSimons theory (57) with S given by n a modulo 6. Following the discussion of this section, it is worth noting that the response of the shift insulator given in Sec. II and summarized in Table V is indeed a signature of fragile topology. The reason is that the only two possibilities for an atomic insulator with two filled bands in the symmetry group p6 corresponds to either two orbitals at position a for which n a = 2 or one orbital at position b for which n a = 0. The shift insulator corresponds to n a = ±1 mod 6 (for L z = 1) or n a = 3 mod 6 (for L z = 0) which is inconsistent with either atomic insulator, thus implying that the charge response to disclination or angular momentum response to flux threading can indeed be used (1, +, −) c 1 − a 3 5n Ω /6 ∼ −n Ω /6 5m ∼ −m (5, 0, 1)
to detect the fragile topology of our model.
D. Discussion of Topological Responses
The robust topological responses of the shift insulator raises the following puzzle: how is this seemingly absolute attribute reconciled this with the observation that the topology of atomic insulators is only relative, and the shift insulator can be reduced to a collection of atomic insulators (with potentially negative coefficients)?
A simpler setting where this question appears is in inversion symmetric 1D spinless insulators [56] , where two insulators with relative polarization π are allowed. These correspond to the charge densities centered on one or the other inversion center in real space. A priori it is not clear which one is to be assigned zero polarization. This ambiguity is settled by specifying additional information beyond the band structure, the location of the ionic cores (or sites of a tight binding model) which ensure charge neutrality, required to define polarization. Zero polarization is then assigned to the band structure in which the electronic charge center coincides with the atomic cores (or tight binding sites).
In a similar way, our tight binding sites of the shift insulator provide a fixed reference state relative to which the atomic insulators are compared. When the charge centers of the band structure coincide with the tight binding sites, the responses we define are trivial -for example, a disclination will not carry fractional charge. Thus, effectively a relative topology has been extracted from these responses.
IV. TCIS PROTECTED BY POINT GROUP SYMMETRIES: GENERAL DISCUSSION
In Secs. I, II, and III, we considered a specific model for a TCI protected by rotation symmetry which does not possess any surface states. We have shown that, despite the apparently non-trivial features of the model, it can be described in terms of a superposition of atomic orbitals provided we allow for negative coefficients, making it an example of fragile topology. In this section, we consider the general problem of TCIs protected by point group symmetries. We will show that those TCIs without surface states all share the features of the shift insulators in that their topology is at most fragile. This is established by showing that they can all be understood in terms of symmetrically repeating a 0D unit in a manner similar to the layer construction of Refs. 44 and 45. We begin the section by a general review of the layer construction before presenting the proof that every point-group-protected TCI without surface states is either an atomic insulator or a fragile phase.
A. Review of the layer construction
The layer construction was introduced in Refs. 44 and 45, where it was used to reduce the problem of classifying SPTs protected by spatial symmetries to that of classifying SPTs protected by internal symmetries in lower dimensions. For simplicity, we will restrict our discussion here to TCIs protected by point group symmetries. It should be noted, however, that the validity of the layer construction is not limited to point groups and it was employed successfully to understand TCIs protected by other spatial symmetries such as glides, screws or translations [57, 58] .
The layer construction relies on the observation that a spatial point group symmetry g in d dimensions generally divides the space into several d-dimensional symmetryrelated regions separated by a (d − 1)-dimensional symmetry-invariant region. Since the symmetry g does not act within any of these d-dimensional regions, the phase can be trivialized there (since an SPT can always be trivialized when the symmetry is broken). This means that the non-trivial topology of the phase has to be encoded in the (d − 1)-dimensional symmetry-invariant region where the symmetry g acts either as an internal symmetry leaving every point invariant (e.g. mirror symmetry acting within the mirror plane) or as a spatial symmetry mapping different points to each other (e.g. inversion symmetry acting within a plane containing the inversion center). In the latter case, the symmetry-invariant region can either host an internal-symmetry-protected which is just compatible with the spatial symmetry 4 or a TCI in (d − 1)-dimensions for which the dimensional reduction can be implemented further. Repeating this procedure is guaranteed to reduce the problem of classifying TCIs to that of classifying TI protected by internal symmetries in a lower-dimensional. Once this is done, the internal symmetries can be used to transform the Hamiltonian into a block-diagonal form where each block belongs to one of the 10 Altland-Zinrbauer classes (including only the fundamental symmetries such as time-reversal or U (1) charge conservation) whose topological classification is well-understood [20, 59, 60] .
To understand how this works in more concrete terms, let us consider TCIs in class AII protected by mirror or inversion symmetry in 3D. For the case of mirror, the 3D space is split in two regions by the mirror plane on which mirror symmetry acts as an internal Z 2 symmetry. This symmetry can be used to transform the Hamiltonian into a block-diagonal form where the two blocks are related by time-reversal symmetry. Each block separately may break time reversal symmetry (class A), hence, we can assign to it a non-vanishing Chern number C corresponding to a quantum Hall or Chern insulator phase (the total Chern number of the two blocks is still zero). The resulting TCI is characterized by mirror Chern number C in the corresponding mirror plane.
For inversion, the 3D space can be split by any plane containing the inversion center. Such a plane, on which inversion acts as two-fold rotation, can either host a 2D time-reversal-invariant TI (which is compatible with twofold rotation) leading to a second-order TI [35] [36] [37] or a 2D TCI protected by two-fold rotation. In the latter case, the TCI can be understood by splitting the 2D plane using a line which contains the inversion center and investigating possible phases on this line. Due to the absence of TIs (protected by internal symmetries) in 1D, the only possible topological phase on this line is an inversion-protected TCI which can be similarly under-stood by dividing it in two pieces around the inversion center. By placing a 0D TI (which is just an atomic insulator with a given number of filled bands) at the inversion center, we can obtain a non-trivial TCI (since the classification of TIs protected by U (1) charge conservation in 0D (class A, AI, and AII) is Z [20, 59, 60] ). The 1D TCI obtained is nothing but the inversion-protected SSH chain and the corresponding 3D TCI is built by repeating the SSH chain symmetrically to fill the 3D space.
The previous dimensional reduction argument provides a map between TCIs in a given dimension and TIs protected by internal symmetries in lower dimensions. Such map provides a hierarchy of TCIs in a given dimension and symmetry class which distinguishes them according to the dimension of the TI used in their construction. Since TIs protected by internal symmetries in d dimensions always exhibit (d − 1)-dimensional surface states, such hierarchy of TCIs distinguishes them according to the dimensionality of their surface states. More specifically, a TCI which maps via the dimensional reduction procedure to a d-dimensional TI will host gapless (d − 1)-dimensional surface states on a generic symmetry-compatible surface 5 . Such hierarchy was explored in a recent work by Trifunovic and Brouwer [39] which introduced the sequence of subgroups
. Here, K (n) denotes the group of phases for which any symmetry-compatible surface is gapped except for a region whose dimension is at most d − n − 1 and K (0) = K is the standard K-group [20, 21, 23, 24, 61] . The set of phases with (d − n − 1)-dimensional surface states on a general symmetrycompatible surface is then given by K (n) /K (n+1) which correspond in our discussion to TCIs built by layering
The dimensional reduction map described above can also be reversed to obtain a TCI from a lower-dimensional symmetry-compatible TI [44, 45, 57, 62] . To do this, we start with a lower-dimensional TI, for example a quantum Hall layer, and repeatedly adjoin it with a 2D layer and its copies under the symmetry until the whole 3D space is filled. This procedure, however, does not provide a one-to-one correspondence between TCIs and lower-dimensional TIs due to the fact that two lower-dimensional TIs related by the adjoining operation (adding a "layer" and its copies under the symmetry) lead to identical higher-dimensional TCIs. To obtain a one-to-one correspondence, lower-dimensional phases related by the adjoining procedure should be identified [44, 45] .
It is instructive to consider an illustrative example of the hierarchy of TCIs explained above. Consider TCIs without time-reversal symmetry (class A) protected by inversion in odd dimensions d = 2m + 1 whose classifica-tion is Z [23, 24] . A simple analysis shows that the odd elements in Z correspond to second-order TIs built by layering a quantum Hall system in d = 2m dimensions which hosts (2m − 1)-dimensional surface states. If we add two such phases, there are two possible inversion-odd mass terms which can be used to gap out these surface states leaving a (2m−3)-dimensional gapless region. The resulting phase can then by identified with TCIs built by layering quantum Hall states in d = 2m − 2 dimensions. This pattern continues until we get the TCIs without any surface states corresponding to elements which are multiples of 2 m ∈ Z. Such hierarchy is summarized by the equation below 
and it corresponds to the sequence of subgroups given by
B. TCIs without surfaces states
Having explained the general dimensional mapping, let us now focus on the subgroup of point-group-protected TCIs which do not have any surface states. The dimensional reduction mapping can be used to reduce the study of these TCIs in d dimensions to TIs protected by internal symmetries a lower dimension δ < d. Since the latter always posses surface states with dimension δ − 1, the absence of surface states implies that δ = 0. In other words, TCIs without surface states are mapped to 0D TI protected by internal symmetries which are necessarily atomic insulators. This, however, does not imply that these phases admit a Wannier representation. In fact, we know that fragile phases do not have any surface states while at the same time not admitting a Wannier representation. How can this then be reconciled with the statement that they are mapped to atomic insulators within the dimensional reduction procedure?
To resolve this apparent paradox, we should note that the dimensional reduction procedure generally breaks translational symmetry since it singles out a symmetric lower-dimensional region. This implies that a TCI which reduces to an atomic insulator within the dimensional reduction procedure is not necessarily Wannier representable since a Wannier representation necessarily requires the existence of translational symmetry. Translational symmetry can, however, by restored by following the dimensional reduction procedure by a dimensionraising procedure i.e. by repeating the 0D unit cell in a manner that is consistent with both translation and the other symmetries to construct a higher-dimensional TCI. The resulting TCI is, however, not completely equivalent TCIs without surface states admit a Wannier representation possible after the addition of some atomic degrees of freedom (DOFs). Using the layer construction, we shown in the main text that any d-dimensional TCI without surface states protected by point group symmetries can be mapped to a Wannier representable phase by first using the dimensional reduction to a 0D atomic insulator then using the dimensional raising or layering procedure. The mapping involves the addition of some atomic orbitals at non-maximal Wyckoff positions.
to the original TCI due to the many-to-one nature of the dimension-raising map. The two systems are, however, equivalent up to the adjoining procedure which adds some atomic orbitals off high-symmetry points, lines, or planes and their images under the symmetry. This implies that a TCI without surface states is equivalent under adjoining to a Wannier representable phase i.e. it has at most a fragile obstruction to a Wannier representation. Such procedure is illustrated schematically in Fig. 15 . One aspect that is not entirely clear in the correspondence between TCIs without surface states and fragile phases is that the adjoining operations seems more restricted that the type of operation allowed to make a fragile phase Wannier representable. To be more precise, we are allowed to add any atomic insulator to make a fragile phase Wannier representable but the adjoining operation is restricted to adding atomic orbitals in nonmaximal Wyckoff positions (a maximal Wyckoff position is one which cannot be deformed into a more symmetric position). However, this restriction does not lead to any extra obstructions since the general Wyckoff position (that consists of a point without any symmetry and its images under the symmetry), which is allowed by the adjoining procedure, contains all possible symmetry representations at all Wyckoff positions [19] .
More explicitly, imagine we have a fragile phase which can be written as x,αx n αx x x αx where x αx corresponds to an atomic insulator with orbital centered at the Wyckoff position x in the symmetry irrep α x . The absence of an atomic representation would be reflected by the fact that some of the integers n [19] , where |G| is the order of the full symmetry group, |G x | is the order of the little group which leaves position x invariant and d αx x is the dimension of the irrep α x . Thus, for large enough N , we can always make all the coefficients n αx x positive.
As an example, consider the shift insulator for t < 0 and λ < 0. As shown in Table V , this is a fragile TCI which is equivalent to the difference between an atomic insulator with l = 0 orbitals at the c position and one with l = 0 orbitals at the a position which we write as H −− ∼ c 0 − a 0 . Under the dimensional reduction then raising, this model maps to an atomic insulator which differs by the addition of an atomic orbitals at a general position and its copies under sixfold rotation. At position a, this corresponds to adding an orbital with each angular momentum l = 0, . . . , 5. This can be written as H −− + l=5 l=0 a l ∼ c 1 + l=5 l=1 a l which shows that the general Wyckoff position is enough to make the model Wannier representable.
V. CLASSIFICATION OF ROTATION PROTECTED TCIS IN 2D
In this section, we use the layer construction to classify TCIs protected by rotation symmetry in 2D. Following the discussion of the previous section, 2D TCIs protected by n-fold rotation can be understood by dividing the 2D plane into n symmetry-related patches separated by a symmetry-invariant region which in this case has the form of a collection of lines intersecting at the origin (see Fig. 16 for the case n = 6). Due to the absence of strong TIs in one spatial dimension for electronic systems (one needs chiral or particle-hole symmetry for that), this 1D region cannot really host any strong TI and it can only host a rotation-protected TCI which is captured by reducing the problem to the (0D) rotation center. The problem then reduces to classifying 0D systems with U (1) charge conservation protected by Z n internal symmetry under the adjoining procedure which adds to the system an arbitrary atomic insulator and its copies under the symmetry. The reduction to 0D enables us to obtain the full classification of 2D TCIs protected by rotation as well as the interaction-induced reduction of such classification.
We note that to obtain the classification of point-group protected phases in a given wallpaper or space group, we should in addition take into account the presence of translation which leads to the presence of several inequivalent high symmetry points within the unit cell. Since the layer construction explicitly breaks translation by singling out one of these high symmetry point, the full classification of point-group protected TCIs in the presence of translation requires repeating the dimensional reduction procedure for each of these high symmetry points.
A. Non-interacting classification
In the following, we will consider the possibilities of spinless, spinful or no time-reversal symmetry corresponding to symmetry classes AI, AII, and A, respectively. The rotation symmetry satisfies C For each l, we can define the number of particles in the ground state with angular momentum l which we denote by n l . In the absence of any extra constraints, such phase is described by N integers n l . The adjoining operation amounts to adding a Hamiltonian H = H 0 and its copies under rotation
For each eigenstate ψ 0 of H 0 , we can construct an eigenstate ψ i = C i N ψ 0 for H i , leading to a total of N eigenstates with the same eigenvalues 6 . We now define the states φ l via the discrete Fourier transform as
It is easy to see that φ l is an eigenstate of C N corresponding to angular momentum l. This means that the adjoining operation adds the same set of eigenvalues to all angular momentum sectors n l → n l + n. In other words, the configurations {n l } and {n l + n} are identified. The resulting TCI classification can then by obtained by fix-
The situation is identical for C N N = −1 (η = 1) where the angular momenta l are half-integer. The same argument can be repeated leading also to Z N −1 . Spinless time-reversal symmetry satisfying T 2 = 1 (class AI) flips the angular momentum l → −l, imposing the constraint n l = n −l . For η = 0 with N even, the constraint does not affect the two T -invariant angular momenta l = 0 and l = N/2 leading to N/2 + 1 independent integers which reduces to N/2 upon the identification n l → n l + n leading to Z N/2 . For N odd, there is only one T -invariant angular momentum l = 0 leading to (N + 1)/2 integers which reduce to (N − 1)/2 after the identification n l → n l + n leading to Z (N −1)/2 . The case of η = 1 can be analyzed similarly. Here, there is only one T -invariant angular momentum for odd N (l = N/2) and no T -invariant angular momenta for even N leading to Z (N −1)/2 and Z N/2−1 respectively. In addition to flipping the angular momentum, spinful time-reversal symmetry (T 2 = −1) also imposes Krammer's degeneracy at T -invariant angular momenta. Furthermore, the adjoining operation involves the addition of a Krammer's pair of states to each angular momentum n l → n l + 2n. As a result, we obtain respectively the classifications (2Z) Let us now discuss the stability of the rotation protected TCIs considered in the previous section to the addition of interactions. We restrict ourselves to local interactions and only consider the reduction of the noninteracting classification in the presence of interaction rather than any potential interaction-induced phases. In this case, all the phases considered are adiabatically connected to a non-interacting phase and are, therefore, short-range-entangled with a finite correlation length ξ. This means that the reduction to 0D can be performed as in the previous section.
The interaction is required to be symmetric under U (1) charge conservation and C N . This means that the total particle number N t = l n l and angular momentum L t = l ln l mod N cannot be changed by the interaction. The filling for the individual angular momentum states n l , however, can generally be altered. In fact, it is always possible to write an interaction term to transform any configuration {n l } to any other configuration {n l } as long as the two configurations have the same total particle number N t = N t and total angular momentum L t = L t . In order to obtain the interacting classification, we need in addition to take into account the action of the adjoining operation on N t and L t .
The adjoining operator transforms n l by adding a fixed integer n to all of them n l → n l + n. As a result, the total particle number and angular momentum change as
Here, n is an arbitrary integer for classes A and AI and an even integer for class AII and L 0 is the angular momentum associated with the addition of a single state for each angular momentum. It is given by
In class A, where there is no extra constraints stemming from time-reversal symmetry, the interacting classification can be obtained as follows. Let us first consider cases with η = 0. For η = 0 and even N , we can form the integer N t −2L t which is invariant under adjoining. Moreover, this integer will be invariant modulo 2N under interactions since N t is conserved and L t is conserved modulo N . In addition to this invariant, we have L t which is an integer defined only modulo N/2 due to adjoining. One can verify that these two invariants are sufficient to distinguish all distinct phases, and also all integer values of them are allowed, therefore the resulting classification is Z 2N × Z N/2 (notice that N t mod N is completely fixed by these two integers). For η = 0 and odd N , L t will be invariant under adjoining thus we can use N t mod N and L t mod N to specify the phase leading to Z N × Z N . In summary, we have the following invariants for η = 0:
: N odd.
(89) We note that these two invariant pairs are also applicable to the more general cases N + η = even and N + η = odd, respectively, which will be useful later when we are considering class AI. Next consider cases with η = 1. We define a shifted total angular momentumL t ≡ L t + N t /2 which is also conserved modulo N . The introduction ofL t is in fact equivalent to a redefinition of the C N symmetry. One can easily check that for a given N ,L t behaves in exactly the same way as L t with η = 0: they both take integer values, and change by N/2 (or 0) under 
adjoining when N is even (or odd), thus we get identical classifications as in the η = 0 cases. The corresponding invariants S
1
A take the same form as in (89) but with L t replaced byL t .
In class AI, there is the extra constraint that n l = n −l . This implies that the total angular momentum is a multiple of L 0 given in (88). For odd N + η, this means that the total angular momentum L t vanishes leading to the vanishing of the second component of the invariant pair (N t mod N, L t mod N ). In addition, η = 1 for even N implies that the total particle number is even, thus we get a Z N/2 classification for even N and Z N classification for odd N . For even N + η, the total angular momentum L t becomes a multiple of N/2 which implies that the second component of the invariant pair (N t − 2L t mod 2N, L t mod N/2) vanishes and we obtain with a Z 2N classification. In summary, in class AI we have the following integer invariants:
For class AII, we have the constraint that L t is an even multiple of L 0 which immediately implies that it vanishes modulo N . In addition, N t is constrained to be even and changes by 2N under adjoining leading to a single Z N invariant
The results of the previous analysis for the three classes for η = 0, 1 are summarized in Table VI . We stress here that the 0D classification obtained in Table VI can only be used for TCIs protected by rotation only (which means that translation symmetry is not assumed). To obtain the classification for a given wallpaper or space group, translation symmetry has to be included. This is done by considering the 0D classification from Table VI) relative to all non-general Wyckoff positions. The resulting classification is then given by the product of the 0D classification for all the distinct Wyckoff positions.
One subtlety about the resulting classification is that all phases built by filling the general Wyckoff position (which consists of an orbital at a generic spatial point and its images under the symmetries) are considered trivial. This feature follows from the adjoining operation in the layer construction. It is also consistent with the discussion of Sec. III D where we argued that a topological response is only possible whenever the tight-binding orbitals do not coincide with the Wannier orbitals. For a general Wyckoff position, the Wannier orbitals can always be moved freely to coincide with any given set of tight-binding orbitals which means that it is impossible to obtain a non-trivial quantized topological response in such atomic insulators.
As a result of this identification, the classification obtained here differs from classification schemes which include the general Wyckoff position [63] but this difference is easily identifiable. For example, the general interacting classification for class A in one dimension with inversion I 2 = 1 and translation is Z × Z 2 × Z 4 . Here, the Z factor indicates the total number of bands, Z 2 indicates the total angular momentum, and the Z 4 factor corresponds to the 0D invariant for one of the two I-invariant points (the invariant for the second point is fixed by these three numbers). Our classification is obtained by modding out by the subgroup of phases generated by filling the general Wyckoff position which corresponds to a filling of 2 and angular momentum of 1 7 . The resulting identification reduces the factor of Z × Z 2 to Z 4 (since Z × Z 2 / (2, 1) Z 4 ) leading to the classification Z 2 4 which matches the result obtained by taking the 0D invariant at the two I-invariant points.
We can now use these results combined with the atomic insulator expressions in Table V to obtain the classifica-tion for the shift insulator model in the presence of interactions. For this purpose, it suffices to consider the model with spinless time-reversal symmetry (any extra invariants due to broken time-reversal symmetry will be fixed by the time-reversal symmetric invariants). The Wyckoff positions a, b, and c are invariant under C 6 , C 3 , and C 2 , respectively. Therefore, we can associate to the shift insulator a ν = (ν a , ν b , ν c ) ∈ Z 12 ×Z 3 ×Z 4 invariant given by (ν a , ν b , ν c ) = (N a − 2L a mod 12, N b mod 3, N c − 2L c mod 4) ,
where N x and L x denote the total filling and total angular momentum for position x. These invariants are given in the last column of Table V . For example, the shift insulator with L z = 1 and positive t and λ has the atomic expression c 1 − a 3 . ν a is given by the filling of position a which is −1 minus twice the angular momentum of this position which is −2 × 3 leading to ν a = −1 + 6 = 5. Appendix C leading to a Z 12 classification as anticipated [66] .
VI. CONCLUSION
We conclude the paper by briefly reviewing the main results and discussing how they relate to other recent results.
In Sec. I, we introduced the shift insulator model which is built by stacking two C 6 -symmetric Haldane models with Chern numbers ±1 for p ± orbitals. The model exhibits several gapped phases separated by gap closing phase transitions but none of them possesses any stable gapless surface states. The absence of gapless surface states should not be surprising in light of the fact the 1D or 0D surface states cannot be stabilized in the presence of spinless time-reversal symmetry alone (class AI) [28] .
Afterwards, we turned to investigating the topological response of the model in detail. Since our model is built from two Chern insulators with opposite Chern numbers and angular momenta, we expect the threading of a magnetic flux to be associated with angular momentum pumping but no charge pumping. The resulting response can be described by a mutual Chern-Simons term −(S/2π)A ∧ dB coupling the electromagnetic gauge field A µ to an effective gauge field B µ corresponding to C 6 rotations. The angular momentum pumping in response to magnetic flux can then be understood as a charge response of the B field to the flux of the A field. Due to the symmetry of the Chern-Simons term, we also expect a charge response of the A field to the flux of the B field. The latter is implemented through a rotational defect (disclination) which is then expected to host a fractional quantized charge. These predictions were verified, both numerically and analytically, in Sec. II. There, the charge response to a disclination and the angular momentum response to a magnetic monopole were numerically calculated, before deriving analytic expressions from both the lattice theory and a continuum theory. Afterwards, we wrote down an effective Chern-Simons theory which unifies the two topological responses discussed above, completing our initial intuition. The coefficient S of the mutual Chern-Simons term for the shift insulator model is determined to be −2 sgn(λ)L z + 3 sgn(t) up to integer multiples of 6. This value differs from the one expected in any possible atomic insulator with two electrons per unit cell for which S modulo 6 can only be 0 or 2. This signals the absence of a symmetric Wannier representation for our model.
The question of Wannier representability was then investigated thoroughly in Sec. III. There, we verified our expectation that there is an obstruction to finding a basis of symmetric Wannier states by showing that the symmetry irreps of the model at high symmetry momenta do not match the irreps of any possible atomic insulator with the same filling (2 per unit cell) and the same symmetries. This obstruction was, however, proven to be fragile by showing that the model admits a Wannier representation once we add a set of carefully chosen atomic orbitals to it (Table V and Figs. 13 and 14) . The required orbitals as well as the resulting Wannier states after the addition of those orbitals turned out to be different for the different phases of the model.
The fragility of the Wannier obstruction in our model raises a general question: are all rotation protected TCIs in 2D either atomic or fragile phases? and more generally, are all TCIs which do not possess stable gapless states either atomic or fragile? In Sec. IV, we showed that the answer to both questions is yes. The proof used the layer construction to first reduce the TCI to a 0D atomic insulator then using this atomic insulator to build a Wannier representation. This procedure sometimes involves the addition of some atomic orbitals reflecting that these TCIs could be fragile. This shows that the shift insulator is far from a special case and it represents a prototype for all rotation-protected TCIs in 2D.
The layer construction was then used to provide a general classification of rotation-protected 2D TCIs and investigate how this non-interacting classification is reduced in the presence of interactions. The latter problem is greatly simplified by dimensional reduction procedure which maps it to a 0D problem which can be solved using elementary arguments. The resulting interaction-reduced classification is used to deduce that the non-interacting Z classification of the shift insulator is reduced to Z 12 in the presence of interactions. This is consistent with what one would expect in a model where sixfold rotation is replaced by a Z 6 internal symmetry [66] .
Before closing, it is worth noting that the existence of a quantized response is not an exclusive feature of stable or fragile phases. In fact, frozen polarization phases such as the inversion-protected 1D SSH chain exhibit a quantized dipole moment and edge charge. It is possible, however, to deduce that a phase is not equivalent to an atomic insulator for certain values of the quantized response and number of filled bands as we have shown in Sec. III C. This can be done in general by enumerating all possible atomic insulators (by specifying the filling of each symmetry irrep of the little group g x for each Wyckoff position x) and calculating the response to all possible defects for each of these insulators. If the response of a given model does not coincide with the response of any atomic insulator, we can deduce that there is an obstruction to finding a set of symmetric Wannier states. In addition, we can determine whether this obstruction is stable or fragile from the presence or absence of surface states as shown in Sec. IV. and the chirality condition [71] (K∂ t −V ∂ x )Φ = 0, where V IJ is a positive-definite velocity matrix. Quasiparticle creation operators are of the form e −il T Φ . Given our choice of the charge vector τ , creation operators for p ± electrons are given by e iΦ k and e −iΦ k+M , respectively, with 1 ≤ k ≤ M .
To study the interaction effect at the edge, we follow the method in Ref. 64 (C9) Explicit symmetry and the null vector condition can be directly checked. To check the primitivity condition, note that the determinant for the first through n-th columns is n, and the determinant for the second through (n + 1)-th columns is (−1) n−1 (n − 2). Since n and (n − 2) are already coprime for an odd n, we conclude that the set of n×n minors of the matrix above do not have a nontrivial common divisor.
The above result does not in general imply Z n classification, because it is possible that fewer number of copies of the system is already trivial. However, when n is an odd prime number, since Z n does not have any nontrivial proper subgroup, we can safely conclude Z n classification as long as a single copy is nontrivial. At least for the interaction term considered here, there is no symmetry allowed choice which can gap out the edge states of a single Z n shift insulator. Theorem 2. When n is even, the edge of M = 2n copies of Z n shift insulator can be gapped out. In particular, if n = 2p with p being an odd prime number, this implies Z 4p classification.
Proof. Consider the following matrix. (C10) Explicit symmetry and the null vector condition can be directly checked. To check the primitivity condition, note that the determinant for the first through 2n-th columns is n, and the determinant for the second through (2n + 1)-th columns is (−1) 2n−1 (n − 1). Since n and (n − 1) are already coprime, we conclude that the set of 2n × 2n minors of the matrix above do not have a nontrivial common divisor.
If n = 2p with p being an odd prime number, we can say more about the classification. Suppose the actual classification is Z m , then m must be a divisor of 4p. Also, there should exist a Z 2p symmetric interaction term which can gap out the edge of m copies of the system. Note that a Z 2p symmetric term is also Z 2 symmetric, and the result of Ref. 65 implies that the classification in the Z 2 case is Z 4 , so m must be a multiple of 4. The only allowed choice of m is then 4p.
Let us now try to match C 6 rotation and internal Z 6 shift insulators. According to Theorem 2 in Sec. C 2, the Z 6 shift insulator admits Z 12 classification, but this does not imply the same classification for all C 6 shift insulators because a C 6 shift insulator is not necessarily mapped to a single copy (M = 1) of the internal Z 6 shift insulator. To establish the correct mapping, we can compare the charge response to symmetry defects. In the C 6 shift insulator case, the symmetry defects are nothing but disclinations and the number of trapped electrons is given by (n Ω /6) l c a,l using the atomic insulator representation discussed in Sec. III. In the case of internal Z 6 shift insulator, a symmetry defect is a local object such that the braiding of electrons around it reproduces the symmetry transformation in Eq. C1. The defect can then be identified as the fractional gauge charge vector l d = T or physically a 2π/6 flux in the "+" sector, and its braiding statistics with an electron can be verified using the formula θ ll = 2πl
T K −1 l . From quantum Hall effect, we know that the number of electrons trapped by this single defect is − 1 6 M . Therefore, if we identify the "+" sector 2π/6 flux with the disclination n Ω = 1 (or −1) in the rotation symmetry case, we conclude that the correspondence between C 6 and internal shift insulators must satisfy l c a,l = ∓M mod 6. This relation is already enough for showing that the topological classifications of C 6 and internal shift insulators match with each other. For C 6 shift insulators with only the rotation symmetry (class A, and no translation symmetry), the classification is determined by N a −2L a mod 12 and L a mod 3, where N a = l c a,l and L a = l lc a,l are respectively the total number and total angular momentum of a-type atomic orbitals at one plaquette center. Since the C 6 shift insulator model has spinless time-reversal symmetry (although for now we do not consider it as a protecting symmetry), we always have L a = 0 mod 3 and the only nontrivial invariant left is N a − 2L a mod 12. From the disclination charge formula N a = 6∆Q| nΩ=1 = −2 sgn(λ)L z + 3 sgn(t) mod 6, we know that N a is always an odd number, and therefore we have gcd(12, N a − 2L a ) = gcd(12, mod(N a , 6)) = gcd(12, mod(M, 6)) = gcd(12, M ),
where gcd abbreviates greatest common divisor. This proves that the classification of C 6 and internal Z 6 shift insulators are indeed the same.
